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Introduction
Whether you believe that technology is an exciting, motivating, and important
part of teaching and learning, or you have yet to be convinced, one thing is
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certain—technology is part of today’s world, and we need to take advantage of it.
Our students are digital natives, and our job as educators is to meet them where
they are and take them further down the road. Now, incorporating technology
into the curriculum may be more comfortable for some than others, but it’s
really not that hard.
This book is meant to make your life easier by giving you speciic tools to use in
your classroom that will not only inspire students, but also give them the skills
they need for the future—in college and in their careers (even if that’s eight
or nine years down the line). The activities in this book are designed to help
students become adept at writing, designing, collaborating, speaking, listening,
and publishing—all using technology!

HOW I GOT STARTED
Some educators might think that incorporating technology into the classroom
requires a lot of money. But the truth is, I started down this path when budget
cuts and lack of resources motivated me to pay close attention to what I could
implement in my classroom at little to no cost. My goal was to invigorate my
students while aligning the curriculum with the newly adopted Common Core
State Standards.
In order to get things moving, I fostered an open environment in my room in
which students felt comfortable sharing their ideas with their classmates and
me. Every idea was worth something, whether or not we pursued it.
The irst idea came when a good friend told me that she and her family would
be moving to Hong Kong. We met for a good-bye lunch, and the subject of using
Skype came up. Not only would it be a terriic way for the two of us to stay in
touch, but perhaps it was something we could use in my classroom. Her two
sons, after all, were former students in my school. This idea became a reality,
4

and after placing Skype calls with the family in Hong Kong, my classes have
since “met” people all over the world (Brazil, New Zealand, Italy, India, Kenya,
among others) using this videoconferencing technique over the last few years.
This experience led my students to ask if we could place a Skype call with the
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author of a favorite read-aloud book. I sent a quick email to the author, and he
agreed to do it at no cost! The children were so inspired by their conversation
with the author that they asked me if they could publish their own “real” books.
This in turn led me to discover a variety of self-publishing options for children,
and the results were phenomenal.
The story continues through today as one idea has led to the next. Using
technology has been a successful experience with my students. They use their
newfound digital skills over the summer and long after they leave my classroom.
I’m hoping that this book will inspire you to do the same with your students
and shed some light on some terriic opportunities that you can use in your
own classroom.
One important point to keep in mind is that we’re all teachers and students.
Children in your class may be experts in using certain websites and programs.
Tap into their expertise and watch them soar. Not only will you and the other
members of the class learn from them, but the boost in conidence this will give
those students is priceless.

WHAT’S INSIDE
This book features my top-10 list of easy-to-use technology tools, such as
videoconferencing, digital storytelling, and self-publishing. Each chapter
includes an overview of the technology tool, directions on how to implement this
tool into your curriculum, printable student worksheets and graphic organizers,
and a list of suggested websites. (As with anything, websites come and go, but
the actual tools can be part of school curriculum from here on out.) In order to
implement the tools recommended in each chapter, use the websites or ind your
own by typing suggested key words into a search engine. Feel free to add to the
“Suggested Websites” section in each chapter, recording your own indings for
future use.
5

Whether the end product of a student’s work is paper and pencil or digital
writing, it’s always a good idea to have students organize their thoughts irst.
This book contains the tools necessary for students to plan out their work
on paper, and then apply it digitally. Simply print out copies of the student
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worksheets in each chapter. It’s the best of both worlds!

SAFETY CONCERNS
As teachers, we are responsible for providing a safe learning environment for
our students. Some of us remember simpler days when it was relatively easy to
monitor the information that our students had access to. These days, we also
have to watch out for personal details students could inadvertently share online.
As our world has changed with the infusion of the Internet, keeping our students
secure has become more challenging. Many school districts use irewalls to
control the information that students may access and block speciic websites
that are deemed unacceptable. Districts also require parent signatures for media
releases. A signature generally allows photographs and videos of students to be
posted for a larger audience, outside the school community. As each district is
unique, check your local permission bylaws.
Students themselves need to learn what it means to be responsible digital
citizens, and our job is to teach them. Common Sense Media (http://www.
commonsensemedia.org/educators/curriculum) ofers videos, games, and
information for students, teachers, and parents, on topics such as personal
information, keywords, being respectful to others in online communities, and
cyberbullying. The clips are clear and entertaining.

So, there you have it. I hope this book convinces you to take the plunge into the
world of technology in the classroom. You may feel uneasy as you take your irst
steps, but rest assured, you’ll become sure-footed in no time.
This book contains ten fresh ways to incorporate technology into your
classroom, and I know you’ll ind more. The tech tools are innovative and
exciting, but it’s teachers who really bring it all to life. Good luck, my colleagues!
Let me know how it goes.
6

Meeting the Standards for
College and Career Readiness
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The mini-lessons and activities in this book help you meet the following
standards for College and Career Readiness. For more information on the
standards, go to http://www.corestandards.org.
As part of the College and Career Readiness Anchor Standard for Reading,
students are required to:
CCRA.R.7: Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and
formats, including visually and quantitatively, as well as in words.
As part of the College and Career Readiness Anchor Standard for Writing,
students are required to:
CCRA.W.6: Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish
writing and to interact and collaborate with others.
CCRA.W.8: Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital
sources, assess the credibility and accuracy of each source, and integrate the
information while avoiding plagiarism.
As part of the College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Speaking
and Listening, students are required to:
CCRA.SL.1: Prepare for and participate efectively in a range of conversations
and collaborations with diverse partners, building on others’ ideas and
expressing their own clearly and persuasively.
CCRA.SL.2: Integrate and evaluate information presented in diverse media
and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.
CCRA.SL.5: Make strategic use of digital media and visual displays of data to
express information and enhance understanding of presentations.
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Chapter 1: Videoconferencing
OVERVIEW
My classroom came alive the irst time I used Skype with my students.
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Whether on an interactive whiteboard, a desktop computer, a laptop, or a tablet,
videoconferencing brings the world into your classroom. There are many ways to
ind connections for videoconferencing. Here are some suggestions:
• Go to https://education.skype.com/. Through this website, you can connect
with people around the world to learn about one another’s cultures, solidify
knowledge of geography or engage in common study. You could also ind
authors of favorite books who often agree to take part in Skype calls.
• Use your community. During Open School Night, I explain to parents that
our class studies cultures around the world as part of our social studies
curriculum. I tell them that I’d like to literally open the door to the world for
my students. If any of the parents know people around the world who would
be willing to discuss their cultural background and the cities and countries
in which they live, I ask them to make the connection for us.
• You can try to contact authors directly on your own. It’s certainly worth the
efort. My class has had video chats with authors Robert Kimmel Smith (The
War With Grandpa), Amy Hest (When Jessie Came Across the Sea), Ingrid Law (Savvy),
and Garrett Burke (Quarterama).

GETTING STARTED
On the Internet, type “video call” into a search engine. Investigate a few and
choose one. There are enough free options out there, so don’t feel you have to
pay for one. If you are lucky enough to have iPads or tablets in your classroom,
you may want to use Skype or FaceTime. Skype works on all devices, while
FaceTime is limited to Apple products.
IMPORTANT: Before you set up a videoconference, interview your contacts to
make sure they are knowledgeable and appropriate for your class.

8

To set up a videoconference, you’ll also need a computer and a webcam
with microphone. Current computers and tablets have built-in cameras and
microphones. If your system is a few years old, you may need an external
webcam with built-in or stand-alone microphone. An interactive whiteboard or
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projector adds a great deal to the experience for the full class.
Prepare students for the videoconference by printing and distributing copies
of the graphic organizers and associated sheets on the next few pages. Not
only will these worksheets help make the experience a memorable one, they
also align your curriculum to the Common Core and teach students valuable
life skills.

SUGGESTED WEBSITES
https://education.skype.com/
http://www.google.com/+/learnmore/hangouts/
http://www.apple.com/mac/facetime/?cid=oas-us-domains-facetime.com
http://www.webex.com/
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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How to Start an Interview
OVERVIEW
Students need to understand the importance of establishing rapport with the
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person being interviewed. They should learn how to make the person on the
other end feel at ease and ready to share information.

YOU’LL NEED

• “Starting an Interview” worksheet (page 12)

DIRECTIONS
1. Model an unsuccessful interview. Here’s how:
a. Select a student volunteer to be the interviewee.
b. Explain to the class that you will be conducting the interview and that
the two participants have never met until now.
c. Do not make eye contact. Look away or down at the loor or up to
the ceiling.
d. Start asking questions right away.
Students will likely chuckle. It will become clear that this abrupt method is
of-putting.
2. Now, model a successful interview. Here’s how:
a. Establish eye contact.
b. Smile.
c. Introduce yourself.
d. Share where you work or go to school.
(continued)
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e. Explain the purpose of the interview. The goal might be to learn about
cultures around the world, to explore the writing process of an author,
or to interview an expert in 3D printing.

Zealand during our Skype session: “Hi! I’m Nikhita. We’re calling you
from Concord Road Elementary School in Ardsley, New York, because
we study cultures around the world, and we’d like to learn more about
New Zealand.”
3. Print and distribute copies of “Starting an Interview” to students. After
they have completed the sheet, pair up students and have them practice
interviewing each other.

Rebecca
3/8/14
Name: ______________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________

Starting an Interview
Before you interview someone, it is important to introduce yourself irst. This
helps make the conversation feel more natural and puts the person being
interviewed at ease. It’s also respectful to use eye contact to show that you are
focused and are listening to the other person. After you’ve completed this sheet,
practice with a partner until you feel comfortable saying the words.
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Here’s how one of my students introduced herself to our contact in New

BRING THIS SHEET TO YOUR INTERVIEW
AND FOLLOW THESE STEPS:
1. Look directly at the person you will interview.

2. Smile.

Rebecca
3. Say, “I’m ________________________________________________________________________________.”
(write your name on the line)

Concord Road Elementary School
4. Say, “I go to ____________________________________________________________________________.”
(write your school name here)

that my class and I
5. Say, “The reason that we’re meeting today is _____________________________________
are
studying cultures around the world. We’ve met people in
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Hong
Kong, Italy, New Zealand and Kenya and now we’d like
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
to
learn about India.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________.”
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

tarting an Interview
Before you interview someone, it is important to introduce yourself irst. This
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helps make the conversation feel more natural and puts the person being
interviewed at ease. It’s also respectful to use eye contact to show that you are
focused and are listening to the other person. After you’ve completed this sheet,
practice with a partner until you feel comfortable saying the words.

BRING THIS SHEET TO YOUR INTERVIEW
AND FOLLOW THESE STEPS:
1. Look directly at the person you will interview.

2. Smile.

3. Say, “I’m ________________________________________________________________________________.”
(write your name on the line)

4. Say, “I go to ____________________________________________________________________________.”
(write your school name here)

5. Say, “The reason that we’re meeting today is _____________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________.”
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How to Develop Questions
OVERVIEW
It is important for students to develop strong questioning ability. This skill is
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useful not only in learning to conduct interviews, but also in life. The focus is on
asking thoughtful questions that cannot be answered with a yes/no response.

YOU’LL NEED

• “Brainstorming Questions” graphic organizer (page 14)
• “Interview Questions” worksheet (page 15)

DIRECTIONS
1. As a class, brainstorm categories of questions that students might have for
someone that they’re interviewing in, say, India. For example, they might
want to ask about popular foods, clothing, language, and so on.
2. Write the categories on the interactive whiteboard, then ask students to
suggest questions that belong under each category. List their questions on
the board.
3. Call two student volunteers to the board and have them role-play asking
and answering the questions. If a question gets a “yes” or “no” response,
move that question to the side.
4. Group together all of the questions that provoke thoughtful answers.
Have students write them on their copy of the “Brainstorming
Questions” organizer.
5. Have students take their questions home and role-play with their parents
or caregivers to determine the best questions. They should then write them
on the “Interview Questions” worksheet.
Only do this process prior to your class’s irst videoconferencing session.
After this, have students complete the “Brainstorming Questions” and the
“Interview Questions” sheets on their own.
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

B rainstorming Questions
Think of some questions that you’d like to have your interviewee answer. Write
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down whatever comes to mind. This is the place to record your irst ideas.
Remember, there are no silly questions.
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Category #1: ___________________________

Category #2: ___________________________

Category #3: ___________________________

Category #4: ___________________________

Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

terview Questions
Review your Brainstorming Questions sheet and choose four questions you’re
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most interested in asking. When considering questions to ask the person you’re
going to interview, make sure that you’ll get the other person to give you as
much information as possible. You want to make sure that he or she cannot
answer your question with a “yes” or “no” response. Write your questions here:

Question #1 ___________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question #2 ___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question #3 ___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Question #4 ___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Remember: During the actual interview, if a follow-up question comes to mind,
go ahead and ask it! It will make the conversation even more interesting and
encourage the person you’re interviewing to tell you more.
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Note Taking
OVERVIEW
Keeping track of key information during an interview involves strong
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listening skills as well as the ability to determine importance. Students need
to understand that they do not have to keep track of everything that the
interviewee says.

YOU’LL NEED

• “Taking Notes” graphic organizers (pages 18–20)
• A pre-recorded interview (You can browse through news websites or record
a mock interview to show students.)
• Video player

DIRECTIONS
1. Display one of the “Taking Notes” graphic organizers on the interactive
whiteboard. This book includes three graphic organizers for note taking.
Pick one that is most appropriate for your students’ needs.
2. Explain how to use the particular organizer. In the web organizers, the
main topic of the conversation should be written in the center circle and
the supporting details in the circles surrounding it. A T-chart may be more
appropriate when interviewing an author. My students use one side of the
chart for information about the book we’ve read and the other side for
details about the author’s life.
3. Demonstrate note taking by conducting a mock interview. You may
use a pre-recorded interview, which can be displayed on an interactive
whiteboard, computer monitor, or television.
4. As students watch the interview, have them pay attention to your note
taking. Model how to use the graphic organizer during the interview.
(

d)

continue
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5. Pause the interview every so often to explain how you decided which
information to jot down and which to ignore.
6. When you feel students have gotten the hang of it, invite the class to help
you complete the organizer together. Continue playing the video, pausing at
a volunteer to write notes on the organizer in front of the class.
7. Later, pair up students to interview each other and use the graphic
organizer to take notes.

Daniel
3/8/14
Name: ______________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________

Bert
2/28/14
Name: ______________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________

Note Taking (  Wb)

Note Taking (Multilevel Web)

Note Taking (T-Chart)

Taking notes while conducting an interview is an important skill that will help

Taking notes while conducting an interview is an important skill that will help

Taking notes while conducting an interview is an important skill that will help

you remember important facts and details from your conversation. A simple

you remember important facts and details from your conversation. A multilevel

you remember important facts and details from your conversation. A T-chart

web gives structure to the important facts and observations you jot down from

gives structure to the important facts and observations you jot down from

web gives structure to the important facts and observations you jot down

Betty
2/10/14
Name: ______________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________

from interviews. Write the main topic in the center shape and subtopics in the

interviews. Write the main topic in the center circle and subtopics in the circles

interviews. Write a heading above each side of the chart and jot down related

surrounding shapes. If you’re studying culture, for example, write the word

directly around it. Write details about a subtopic in the circles extending from

notes under each heading.

Culture in the center circle and the subtopics in the smaller circles around it: for

that subtopic’s circle.

Author Skype—Amy Hest—When Jessie

National
animal—
Bengali
Tiger

art has
gold in it

India
(Skype Session)

Indian
statue on
head during
dances

National
sport–cricket
and field
hockey

National bird–
peacock

ni hao =
hello

zaijian =
goodbye

star fruit

Language

moon pie

Food
Hong Kong/
China Skype

Geography

Great Wall
of China

4th largest
country

Holidays

Chinese
New Year

Children’s
Day
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women
wear saris
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example, Food, Clothing, Sports, Government, Art/Music and Language.
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intervals to let students add notes to the organizer. You may wish to call on

Came Across the Sea
Topic:___________________________________________________________
Book

Author’s Life

put herself in book

lives in New York City

Grandma’s name was Jessie

garbage is her favorite tool

Grandpa’s name was Lou

wanted to be a writer
in 2nd grade

Jessie was sad to leave
her grandmother

likes to read fiction

Jessie was brave

always writes at a desk

setting—New York City

spies on people to get ideas

half true, half made up

traveled to Europe a lot

wrote the book to remind her
about her grandmother

likes Italy
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

ote Taking Simpl
Taking notes while conducting an interview is an important skill that will help
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you remember important facts and details from your conversation. A simple
web, gives structure to the important facts and observations you jot down
from interviews. Write the main topic in the center shape and subtopics in the
surrounding shapes. If you’re studying culture, for example, write the word
Clr

in the center circle and the subtopics in the smaller circles around it: for

example, Food, Clothing, Sports, Government, Art/Music and Language.
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

ote Taking

ltilevel

Taking notes while conducting an interview is an important skill that will help
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you remember important facts and details from your conversation. A multilevel
web gives structure to the important facts and observations you jot down from
interviews. Write the main topic in the center circle and subtopics in the circles
directly around it. Write details about a subtopic in the circles extending from
that subtopic’s circle.
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

ote Taking T-Chart
Taking notes while conducting an interview is an important skill that will help
10 Fresh Ways to Incorporate Technology Into Your Classroom, by Amy Rosenstein © 2014 by Scholastic Teaching Resources

you remember important facts and details from your conversation. A T-chart
gives structure to the important facts and observations you jot down from
interviews. Write a heading above each side of the chart and jot down related
notes under each heading.

___________________________________________________________

Tp:
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Ch p ter 2: Digital Posters
OVERVIEW
Thanks to technology, students today have a wide variety of choices for
10 Fresh Ways to Incorporate Technology Into Your Classroom, by Amy Rosenstein © 2014 by Scholastic Teaching Resources

presenting information to a wider audience. A favorite in my class is
digital posters.
I remember as a student being assigned to create a poster about a particular
topic. Going from store to store, I’d search for the perfect piece of oak tag on
which to create my masterpiece. Nowadays, several web-based applications ofer
creative and engrossing options for students to create digital posters. These
“living” posters can be shared online with a wide audience or a chosen few.
Unlike cardboard posters, digital posters present an interactive experience for
the reader. Students can include text, photos, graphics, drawings, audio, and
video within their creations. The user can click on an image to enlarge it or to
watch an embedded video. While paper posters may allow for more text, their
digital counterpart lets the creator “perform” his or her writing in video form.
As our society becomes more image-based, students need to learn how to
persuade, inform, and narrate visually. My students have created digital posters
as a means to persuade viewers to read the book series they’ve read. They’ve
also used them to inform people about visiting a speciic country. The digital
poster its into reading, social studies, writing, science, and math curricula as
well as other subject areas.

GETTING STARTED
On the Internet, type “digital poster” or “interactive poster” into a search
engine. Investigate a few and choose one, then sign up for an account. Follow
the directions on the site to create your own teacher-designed digital poster. By
creating your own beforehand, you’ll be much more comfortable explaining the
process to your students.

21

YOU’LL NEED

• interactive whiteboard or computer connected to a projector
• “Planning Your Digital Poster” worksheet (page 24)
• “Digital Poster Checklist” (page 25)
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• “Digital Poster Components” graphic organizer (page 26)
• “Digital Poster Text” worksheet (page 27)
• “Digital Poster Video Storyboard” graphic organizer (page 28)
• “Digital Poster Rubric” (page 29)

DIRECTIONS
1. Introduce students to the concept of digital posters by sharing your own.
You could also show students some of the samples on page 23.
2. Explain that the irst step in creating a digital poster is to determine the
focus of their poster. What message are they trying to communicate? Are
they trying to inform? Persuade? Narrate?
3. Using the interactive whiteboard or a projector, demonstrate to the
class how to create a digital poster from scratch. This will help students
determine which elements will be useful for their own projects.
4. Print out and distribute the various student worksheets, checklists,
organizers, and rubric. Model how to use each one as students plan their
digital poster.

SAFETY CONCERNS

• Before embarking on this project, make sure you have proper permission.
This is often covered through school media-permission slips distributed at
the beginning of each school year, but conirm before you start.
• Make sure students use only their irst names on their projects.

22

• As teacher, you should have full control of where and with whom students’
digital projects are shared.

SAMPLES OF DIGITAL POSTERS

http://scoe4fq.edu.glogster.com/ramona-helena/
http://srxdrvt.edu.glogster.com/the-puppy-place-anna/
http://s32jmu.edu.glogster.com/brazilfood-june2011/

SUGGESTED WEBSITES
http://edu.glogster.com/
http://www.magnoto.com/

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Isabelle
2/10/14
Name: ______________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________

Isabelle
2/12/14
Name: _____________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________
Isabelle
2/12/14
Name: _____________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________
Isabelle
2/12/14
Name: _____________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________
Isabelle
2/12/14
Name: _____________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________

Digital Poster Text

Digital
Poster
Digital
Poster
Digital
Poster
Vid
toryboard
Digital
Poster
toryboard
Vid
toryboard
Vid
Vid
toryboard

Decide how much text you’d like to include on your poster. Will you write a

 
 

paragraph or something shorter, like a speech bubble? Make your choice and

sees a new girl, Daisy, they become great friends. But
_________________________________________________________________________________________
when
something happens at Daisy’s house, Ramona isn’t
_________________________________________________________________________________________
sure if she still has a best friend. While all this is going on,
_________________________________________________________________________________________
she has to deal with her big and little sisters. Now try to
_________________________________________________________________________________________
live with that!
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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about. Ramona is going into fourth grade and when she
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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newborn baby? Well, that’s what Ramona’s World is
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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Have you ever tried to live with a high schooler and a
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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the text below each frame. Use as many copies of this page as you need.

write your text below.
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http://sfdh74b.edu.glogster.com/ramona-isabelle/

I’m
reading the series Ramona.
Ramona the Pest is about how
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________________________________________________
I’m
reading the series Ramona.
Ramona the Pest is about how
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
I’m
reading the series Ramona.
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

Pl

u

i ital Poster

1. Think about the purpose of your poster and choose one of the following:
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❑ Do I want to persuade the viewer to do something?
❑ Am I trying to inform the viewer about something?
❑ Am I going to narrate a story?
2. Explain your purpose. (For example,

ill convince my viewer to read The Puppy

Place series. Or, I will inform my viewer about the kinds of food people eat in Brazil.)

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

D i ital Poster Checklist
Now that you’ve determined the purpose of your digital poster, the next step is
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to decide on its features. Check of the items that you would like to include on
your poster:

❑ Title and labels
❑ Video
❑ Text
❑ Images
❑ Audio
❑ Graphics
❑ Background
Now, use the associated sheets to help you begin the irst steps of creating
your poster.
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

D i ital Poster Components
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List or sketch the speciic items that you plan to include in your digital poster.
Images

Ba

26

gr und

Aud

Gra h




Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

Digital Poster Text
Decide how much text you’d like to include on your poster. Will you write a
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paragraph or something shorter, like a speech bubble? Make your choice and
write your text below.

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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Name: _____________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________
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Digital Poster
Video Storyboard
Think about the message you want to communicate through your video. Imagine
each frame of the video and sketch your video shots in order below. Then write
the text below each frame. Use as many copies of this page as you need.
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________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________
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Digital Poster Rubric
Sore

4

3

2

1

Title and
Labels

Has a catchy
title and labels.

Has a clear title
and labels.

Has a title but
no labels.

Has no title
or labels.

Video

Includes an
imaginative,
well-produced
embedded video
that clearly
demonstrates
the message the
poster is meant
to communicate.

Includes an
embedded video
that clearly
communicates
the poster’s
message.

Includes an
embedded
video that does
not clearly
communicate
the poster’s
message.

Does not include
a video.

Text

Includes
a creative,
well-written
paragraph
with ive or
more details.
Sentences show
varied structure.
Spelling and
punctuation
are all correct.

Includes a
well-written
paragraph with
at least four
details about the
topic. Spelling
and punctuation
are mostly
correct.

Includes at least
two details
about the topic.
May include
spelling and
punctuation
errors.

Does not include
text in the form
of a paragraph.

Graphics/
Images

Has four or
more graphics
and images,
including
animation.

Has at least
three graphics
or images.

Has one or two
graphics or
images.

Has no graphics
or images.

Background

Has a
background,
which enhances
the appearance
and message of
the poster.

Has a
background,
which neither
adds to nor
detracts from
the message of
the poster.

Has a
background,
which distracts
from the
message of the
poster.

Does not have
a background.

Other*

Includes three
additional
components
not previously
mentioned.

Includes two
additional
components
not previously
mentioned.

Includes one
additional
component
not previously
mentioned.

Does not include
anything more
than required
in poster.

* Additional components may include music, animation,
and other elements that showcase student’s creativity.

Total: ___________________ / 24 points
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Ch p ter 3: Digital Storytelling
OVERVIEW
These days, anyone can make a short movie. Why not ofer students the
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opportunity to tell their stories in this way? Sure, paper and pencil are still a
ine way to share ideas, but digital storytelling ofers students the ability to
include text, photos, graphics, audio, and video within their creations. From
putting photographs to music to creating comic strips, there are many diferent
ways for students to tell their stories using technology.

GETTING STARTED
Type “digital storytelling” into an Internet search engine. You’ll discover a
number of terriic options. Choose two or three and explore them yourself
by signing up for free accounts. (Some sites ofer “premium” options with
associated costs.) Test out each site until you ind one you’re most comfortable
with. The easiest digital storytelling sites are the ones that ofer free student
accounts and do not require students to have email addresses.
Diferent sites it diferent purposes. For instance, if a student is discussing
the culture of the people in Brazil, it might make sense to use a site in which
pictures, music, and voice can be used. If a student is publishing a ictional story,
a comic strip might make more sense. Create your own digital story beforehand
so you can comfortably explain the process to your students.

YOU’LL NEED

• interactive whiteboard or computer connected to a projector
• “Planning Your Digital Story” worksheet (page 33)
• “Digital Storytelling Toolbox” graphic organizer (page 34)
• “Digital Storytelling Storyboard” graphic organizer (page 35)
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• “Digital Storytelling Voiceover” worksheet (page 36)
• “Digital Storytelling Rubric” (page 37)

DIRECTIONS
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1. As with any type of project, students should always start with a plan. Have
them think about what their story will be about. What are they trying to
communicate? And what elements (e.g., video, audio, etc.) will they include
in their digital story?
2. Consider creating your own digital story from scratch during class, so
students can see the steps to creating one. (Make sure the elements you
want to include are readily accessible on your computer.) If you want,
you could also show students some of the samples on page 32. Use an
interactive whiteboard or a computer hooked up to a projector.
3. Help students plan their best digital story by printing and distributing
copies of the worksheets, graphic organizers, and rubric. Model how to use
each one, especially the Storyboard graphic organizer.

SAFETY CONCERNS

• Make sure students use only their irst names on their projects.
• To protect students from inadvertently stumbling onto inappropriate
pictures, you may want to cull photos and store them on a school shared
drive for students to access. This way, they won’t need to search for pictures
on the Internet. (Make sure to keep track of your sources when doing
this.) You may also use the safe searches listed in the “Suggested Websites”
section on page 50.
• If students use music, make sure they obtain it from royalty-free music
libraries, such as www.soundzabound.com.
• Students’ digital stories can be saved to lash drives, DVDs, or posted online.
If posted online, make sure you’re using a secure site, such as a school
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intranet site or another site that is password protected. As teacher, you
should control the sharing ability.

SAMPLES OF DIGITAL STORYTELLING
http://animoto.com/play/JiBv80AmCjVpr0OdTwIjKA
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https://voicethread.com/share/3988710/
https://voicethread.com/share/3988823/

SUGGESTED WEBSITES
http://www.animoto.com
https://voicethread.com
http://www.makebeliefscomix.com/
http://www.soundzabound.com (for music)

Vikram
1/13/14
Name: ______________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________

Vikram
1/13/14
Name: ______________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________

Digital torytelling
Storyboard

Digital Storytelling
Voice-Over

Think about the images you want to include in your digital story. Sketch speciic

On this page, write the dialogue you plan to use in your digital story. When

slides or pictures in order on the graphic organizer below. Use as many copies of

you’re ready to record the voice-over for your digital story, you can just read the

this page as you need.

script you’ve written.
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2
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6
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The
sun was pressing on my forehead, the pressure was closing in on me. I was in
____________________________________________________________________________________________
India
playing the Cricket Championship with my cousins. We had been playing for
___________________________________________________________________________________________
more than an hour and it was the last over. I had to hit a sixer because if I did, I
____________________________________________________________________________________________
would win the game! I readied my bat and focused my eyes on the shiny, red ball.
___________________________________________________________________________________________
One of the cousins, Rajiv, started running swiftly towards me. He swung his arm
___________________________________________________________________________________________
forward and the ball came hurdling toward me. I took a giant swing with all my
____________________________________________________________________________________________
might. “CRACK!” The bat emitted a thunderous boom. I watched as the ball flew over
___________________________________________________________________________________________
the
boundary. It took me a second to realize but then I did — I had won! I cheered
____________________________________________________________________________________________
as I threw my bat out of my hand. After all that, I went to my grandpa’s house and
___________________________________________________________________________________________
told
the story with happiness and joy.
___________________________________________________________________________________________

Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

Pla n n ing Y u r Digital Story
There are many ways to tell a story. Writing in pencil on paper and drawing
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pictures is one way. You can also tell a digital story, using photographs, music,
video, and even your own voice. Before you get started, it’s important to think
about your purpose.
What is my purpose for this project? Am I trying to inform, persuade,
or narrate?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

What is the message I’m trying to communicate?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________



Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

D i it

torytelling Toolbox

Now that you’ve decided on the purpose for your project, here comes the fun!
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Think about the website you’ll be using and choose which elements you’re going
to include in your digital story.
Music/Sound Efects

Visual

TOPIC

Voice



Design

Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________
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Digital Storytelling
Storyboard
Think about the images you want to include in your digital story. Sketch speciic
slides or pictures in order on the graphic organizer below. Use as many copies of
this page as you need.





"



!

#

"!

Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________
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Digital Storytelling
Voice-Over
On this page, write the dialogue you plan to use in your digital story. When
you’re ready to record the voice-over for your digital story, you can just read the
script you’ve written.

____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

$%

Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________
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Digital Storytelling Rubric
Score

4

3

2

1

Title

Has a
catchy title.

Has a
clear title.

Has a
basic title.

Has no title.

Voice

Narration
includes
expression and
luency to create
excitement and
interest in
the viewer.

Narration
includes
expression
and luency.

Narration is
delivered in
a monotone
fashion.

Narration is
not included.

Writing

Includes a
creative, wellwritten script
with ive or
more details.
Sentences show
varied structure.

Includes a wellwritten script
with at least
four details
about the topic.

Includes at
least two
details about
the topic.

Does not
include prewritten text.

Drawings/
Images

Has four or
more drawings/
images.

Has at least
three drawings/
images.

Has one
or two drawings/
images.

Has no
drawings
or images.

Other*

Includes three
additional
components
not previously
mentioned.

Includes two
additional
components
not previously
mentioned.

Includes one
additional
component
not previously
mentioned.

Does not include
anything more
than required.

* Additional components may include music, animation,
and other elements that showcase student’s creativity.

Total: ___________________ / 20 points
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Ch p ter 4: Audio Podcasts
OVERVIEW
Dictionary.com deines podcast as a digital audio or video ile or recording that
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can be downloaded from a website to a media player or computer. It may also be
streamed. In this chapter, we will focus on audio podcasts.
Podcasts can be used in a variety of ways in the classroom. For example, you
could create podcasts to supplement your lessons. Students can download them
to review spelling words, math facts, and so on. You could also invite students
to show of their creativity by making their own podcasts. (Some of the student
worksheets from the “Digital Storytelling” unit can also be used for podcasting.)
Hearing their own voices as they read can be a powerful tool in improving
students’ luency. I’ve also had student pairs interview each other about what
they’ve learned during recent Skype sessions and record them as podcasts.
Knowing that other people can click on a link and hear them speak makes a big
diference in students’ motivation.

GETTING STARTED
On the Internet, type “audio editor and podcast” into a search engine and choose
applications that work for your setup. Some apps are Apple focused, while others
are geared more toward the PC. Decide how basic or complicated you’d like your
student podcasts to be. They can be as simple as one voice or more complex.
(See “Suggested Websites,” page 40.)

YOU’LL NEED

• “Planning Your Digital Story” worksheet (page 33)
• “Podcast Creator” graphic organizer (page 41)
• “Podcast Rubric” (page 42)
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DIRECTIONS
1. As with any other projects, students should irst determine what their
podcast will be about. What message are they trying to communicate?
Print and distribute copies of the “Planning Your Digital Story” worksheet
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to help students focus on a topic. You may also want to share the sample
podcast below.
2. Print and distribute copies of the “Podcast Creator” and “Podcast Rubric”
to students to help them plan and outline their podcasts. Have students
decide whether they will use one or two voices in their podcast. Model
how to use the graphic organizer and rubric. Being prepared makes a big
diference in creating a worthwhile podcast. Students should write out their
dialogue and practice it a few times before recording.

SAFETY CONCERNS

• If students use music, make sure they obtain it from royalty-free music
libraries, such as www.soundzabound.com.
• Students’ podcasts can be saved to lash drives, DVDs, or posted online.
If posted online, make sure you’re using a secure site, such as a school
intranet site or another site that is password protected. As teacher, you
should control the sharing ability.

SAMPLE OF A PODCAST
http://msrosenstein.tumblr.com/
post/67503061234/skypewrapup
Use a scan app to read this QR code—it will
take you directly to the podcast. Or, just click
on the link above!
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SUGGESTED WEBSITES
http://audacity.sourceforge.net
http://www.apple.com/ilife/garageband/
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http://www.vocaroo.com
https://audioboo.fm/

Sofia and Michael
1/27/14
Name: ______________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________
Sofia and Michael
1/27/14
Name: ______________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________

Podcast
PodcastCreator
Creator
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A podcast is a terriic way for you to use your vocal and artistic talents while
A podcast is a terriic way for you to use your vocal and artistic talents while
communicating some important information. You could report on biographies,
communicating some important information. You could report on biographies,
countries, cultures, author visits, and the like. Use as many copies of this
countries, cultures, author visits, and the like. Use as many copies of this
graphic organizer as needed to plan your podcast.
graphic organizer as needed to plan your podcast.
Voice #1
Voice #2
Voice #1
Voice #2

&'

Welcome to Ms. Rosenstein’s Class
toShow.
Ms. Rosenstein’s
Class
SkypeWelcome
Wrap-Up
I’m Sofia and
I’m
Skype
Show.toI’m
Sofia and I’m
hereWrap-Up
with Michael
discuss
with
Michael
to discuss
ourhere
recent
Skype
session
with
ourParag
recentinSkype
session with
Singapore.
Singapore.
Hi, Michael. Parag
Thanksinfor
being with us.
Hi, Michael. Thanks for being with us.

Thanks for having me, Sofia.
Thanks for having me, Sofia.

Tell me, what did you learn about
Tell me, what
you
learncall?
about
Singapore
fromdid
our
Skype
Singapore from our Skype call?

I learned that it is very
I hot
learned
that it is very
in Singapore.
hot in Singapore.

What do you think was the most
What do visual
you think
wassession?
the most
interesting
of the
interesting visual of the session?

When they showed us the Merlion
When it
they
showed half-mermaid.
us the Merlion
because
is half-lion,
because it is half-lion, half-mermaid.

Music: _________________________________________________________________________________________
Music: _________________________________________________________________________________________
(song title and artist)
(song title and artist)

________________________________________________________________________________________
(website)
________________________________________________________________________________________
(website)

Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

s t Creator
A podcast is a terriic way for you to use your vocal and artistic talents while
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communicating some important information. You could report on biographies,
countries, cultures, author visits, and the like. Use as many copies of this
graphic organizer as needed to plan your podcast.
V ce #1

Voice #2

()

Music: _________________________________________________________________________________________
(song title and artist)

________________________________________________________________________________________
(website)
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________
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s t Rubric
Score

4

3

2

1

Title

Has a
catchy title.

Has a clear title.

Has a basic title.

Has no title.

Voice

Narration
includes
expression and
luency to create
excitement and
interest in
the viewer.

Narration
includes
expression
and luency.

Narration is
delivered in
a monotone
fashion.

Narration is not
included.

Writing

Includes a
creative, wellwritten script
with ive or
more details.
Sentences show
varied structure.

Includes a wellwritten script
with at least
four details
about the topic.

Includes two
sentences about
the topic.

Does not include
pre-written text.

Music

Music included
adds to the
mood of the
podcast.

Music included
its the mood of
the podcast.

Music is
somewhat
distracting,
taking attention
away from the
content of the
podcast.

Has no music
or the music
overshadows the
voice.

Other*

Includes three
additional
components
not previously
mentioned.

Includes two
additional
components
not previously
mentioned.

Includes one
additional
component
not previously
mentioned.

Does not include
anything more
than required.

* Additional components may include sound efects
and other elements that showcase student’s creativity.
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Total: ___________________ / 20 points

Chapter 5: Self-Pu lishing
OVERVIEW
After videoconferencing with author Robert Kimmel Smith, who wrote he War
,
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with Grandpa, my students were so motivated that they asked if they could publish
real picture books themselves. Their excitement moved me to do some research,
and it led to a powerful experience. In this case, my students wrote realistic
iction stories. They added graphics to their words and watched the pages turn
online (with the sound of a page turning!). Parents came in to celebrate our
published books, and some even ordered hardcover copies.
Self-publishing ofers students (and adults) the ability to publish their own
books without having an oicial “publisher” involved. Some websites ofer the
digital version at no cost to the user. They may charge for hardcover paper
versions of the work, which make wonderful keepsakes for children. The books
have the appearance of real books, as opposed to digital stories that live on
electronic devices.

GETTING STARTED
Type “publish children’s book online” into an Internet search engine. Explore the
various websites and choose one you feel most comfortable with. The easiest
sites to use are those that ofer teachers the ability to control student accounts.
Again, there is often no charge for the online version of the book.

YOU’LL NEED

• “Self-Publishing Book Map” graphic organizer (page 45)
• “Dedication and Author Biography” worksheet (page 46)
• “Self-Publishing Rubric” (page 47)

DIRECTIONS
1. Have students decide what their picture book will be about. You may want
to review story elements, such as character, plot, setting, and so on.

*+

2. Encourage students to create an outline to plan their stories. Follow the
steps of the writing process—plan, draft, revise, edit, and publish—to
ensure that students create their best stories. For graphics, students have
the option of using images from your chosen website or drawing their own.
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3. Print and distribute copies of the “Self-Publishing Book Map” organizer to
students so they can map out what each page of their self-published book
will look like. Print and distribute the “Dedication and Author Biography”
worksheet for students to ill out, as well as the rubric.
4. When they are ready to publish, have students type their stories on your
chosen website.

SAFETY CONCERNS

• Have students use only their irst names.
• Parents have the ability to take over accounts when the school year is over
and can order paper versions with irst and last names if desired.

SAMPLES OF SELF-PUBLISHED BOOKS
http://www.storyjumper.com/book/index/437802/4bd8d1d1f3ca9
( he Horrible Freckles by Haleigh)
-

http://www.storyjumper.com/book/index/442752/4bd8d1d1ddd27
(Time to Shine by Grace)
http://www.storyjumper.com/book/index/2319984/4d99edb7e3d81
(Leora Stands Up for Herself by Ashley)

SUGGESTED WEBSITES
http://storyjumper.com
http://www.studentreasures.com
http://www.apple.com/ibooks-author/
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

S lf - u b lis h in

p

Your picture book will contain your writing, along with pictures to go along with
10 Fresh Ways to Incorporate Technology Into Your Classroom, by Amy Rosenstein © 2014 by Scholastic Teaching Resources

it. Make a plan and sketch out the pictures that you’ll include, along with the
matching text that tells the story. Use as many copies of this page as you need.
Sketch

Text
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________
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D
c tion and
Author Biography
Published books often include a dedication and an “About the Author” page.
Think about the special people in your life and decide to whom you’ll dedicate
your book. Also, tell your readers something about yourself. It makes your book
even more interesting!

DEDICATION
I dedicate this book to ____________________________________________________________________________

because _________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________ .

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
_________________________________________________________________________ is in ____________ grade.
(Your irst name)

He/She is __________________ years old and likes to __________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________ .

Some other works he/she has published include ________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ .

./

Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________
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S lf - Pu b lishing Rubric
Score

4

3

2

1

Title

Has a
catchy title.

Has a clear title.

Has a basic title.

Has no title.

Writing

Includes
creative, wellwritten story.
Sentences show
varied structure,
and the story
has a beginning,
middle, and
an end.

Includes a
well-written
story with
varied sentence
structure and
a beginning,
middle, and end.

Includes a
story with a
beginning,
middle,
and end.

The story does
not have a
beginning,
middle,
and end.

Drawings/
Images
or images

Has four or
more drawings/
images that
match the text.

Has at least
three drawings/
images that
match the text.

Has one or
two drawings/
images that
match
the text.

Has no graphics
or images.

About the
Author

Includes
a creative,
well-written
paragraph
describing the
author and
a photo.

Includes a
paragraph
describing the
author and
a photo.

Includes details
about the
author in nonparagraph form
and may or
may not have
a photo.

Does not include
an “About the
Author” page.

Other*

Includes three
additional
components
not previously
mentioned.

Includes two
additional
components
not previously
mentioned.

Includes one
additional
component
not previously
mentioned.

Does not include
anything more
than required.

Total: ___________________ / 20 points
* Additional components may include photos, type treatment,
and other elements that showcase student’s creativity.
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Chapter 6: Online Research
OVERVIEW
Research is an integral part of the elementary school experience for students,
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lending itself perfectly to the creation of any digital story, poster, or selfpublished book. With the increased emphasis on noniction in the Common
Core State Standards, we can make the search for information informative, fun,
and safe. We need to teach students how to access reliable information on the
Web and stress the importance of citing sources. By training students how to
conduct online research at a young age, this skill will become deeply ingrained
so that the research process will be second nature to them by the time they are
ready for college and careers. It’s also an important part of fostering responsible
digital citizenship.

YOU’LL NEED

• interactive whiteboard or computer connected to a projector
• “Note Taking” graphic organizer (page 51)
• “Works Cited” worksheet (page 52)

DIRECTIONS
1. Discuss with students an upcoming research project and model how to
search online for information.
2. Teach students how to get information from a website and how to
diferentiate between solid, reliable facts and advertisements. It’s important
for children to learn the diference right away! On the interactive
whiteboard or a computer attached to a projector, show students an
example of a useful, age-appropriate website for research. One site that I
often use is http://kids.nationalgeographic.com. I display the main website
page on the intereactive whiteboard and ask students what they observe
on the site. I have students pretend to have a magnifying glass, which they
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use to zoom in on important information on a page. As a class, we discuss
how to identify what is important and what is not essential.
3. After charting the comprehensive content of the site and discussing the
features of noniction reading that we encounter, I ask students if there is
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anything on the site that is attempting to persuade them to do something.
Students zoom right in on the section that states “1 year [subscription] for
only $15.” They realize that they are being prompted to buy a magazine.
When we look closer, we discover the thin black banner right above, which
says “ADVERTISEMENT.” Emphasize that they should steer away from ads
and home in on what’s important in their reading. Of course, it’s a good
idea to incorporate humor into the conversation and discuss some of the
funny ads that could appear. With my eight- and nine-year-olds, we work
on “getting our sillies out” beforehand, so if they see a commercial with a
dancing turkey, we can let it go more easily.
4. Help students understand that just because information appears on a
website, that doesn’t make it true. Tell students that if they intend to use a
fact, they must ind that same fact from at least one other reliable source.
Our rule of thumb is that they need to ind the same fact on three reliable
sites to accept it as truthful.
5. A favorite source of information for students is a wiki. Review the
deinition of wiki—“a website that allows collaborative editing of its content
and structure by its users,” as described by Google. Tell students that
Wikipedia is a “wiki encyclopedia.” Since anyone can change the content,
students need to verify the information elsewhere.
6. Remind students that an extremely important part of research is taking
notes. Model a note-taking system to students. Depending on your
classroom set up, you might have students handwrite their notes or, if they
have access to tablets, use an app, such as Notability, to keep track of their
information. Print and distribute copies of the “Note Taking” worksheet,
instructing students on how to use it.
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7. Teach students the importance of giving credit to their sources. In the
younger grades, some schools have students keep track of simple website
names and book titles and authors. Older students will need to know
standard APA format for citations during their school experience. Use this
Cornell University link to show examples: http://www.library.cornell.edu/
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resrch/citmanage/apa. One citation looks like this:
Two authors, in print
Frank, R. H., & Bernanke, B. (2007). P inciples of macro-economics (3rd ed.).
0

Boston, MA: McGraw-Hill/Irwin.
Tell students to keep track of their sources on the “Note Taking” organizer
as they ind information that they need. Depending on the nature of
students’ research and projects, you might also want to print and distribute
copies of the “Works Cited” page.

SAFETY CONCERN

• While many search engines are generally considered safe for children, you
should still monitor their use. Students may click on a link, which could lead
to subsequent links that may be out of the realm of the safe search.

SUGGESTED WEBSITES
http://www.sweetsearch.com/
http://www.kidrex.org/
http://www.safesearchkids.com/
http://www.bing.com/schools
http://pics4learning.com/
http://www.easybib.com/
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

Note Taking
As you do your research, keep track of the facts you’d like to use. Make sure
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to pay attention to the source that gave you that information. In the graphic
organizer below, write your facts on one side of the notebook sheet and list your
source on the opposite side. Use as many copies of this sheet as you need.

Facts

Source
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

W rks Cited
It is important to always cite your sources. If you’re using pictures taken from
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websites, for example, you have to tell where they came from. They’re only
yours if you were the actual photographer! Include the date you accessed the
information. The nature of the Web means that data within websites is always
changing. The same is true of music and information in general. List your
sources below:

PHOTOGRAPHS:
1. _____________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________________________________________________
4. _____________________________________________________________________________________________

MUSIC:
1. _____________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________________________________________________
4. _____________________________________________________________________________________________

INFORMATION:
1. _____________________________________________________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________________________________________________
4. _____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 7: Blogs an

ikis

OVERVIEW
Blogs allow writers to share their experiences or opinions and for readers to
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comment on them. Wikis are more of a community space where all members
may edit content. Wikis create a “groupthink” atmosphere, while blogs do not
allow for other people to edit authors’ entries. Blogs and wikis can be useful
tools in the classroom. They allow students to communicate with one another,
as well as with the teacher, about a variety of topics.
You may want to start with a blog and then graduate to a wiki. Blogs are easy
to manage as students have their own pages, and communication between one
student and the teacher is simple. I’ve had students read books, decide whether
or not they would recommend the book to a friend, then write their review on
their very own blogs. I’ve also had students publish their own books in class,
share them with classmates, and then blog about them. They may scan their
illustrations and embed them into their blog entries. Students then use the
comments ield to share their thoughts about one another’s books. My students
have also blogged about the experience of placing Skype calls with people from
diferent cultures around the world. Having an audience “out there” validates
students as they feel that there’s a real purpose to what they’re doing.
Wikis, on the other hand, are an open forum where all students can read one
another’s writing and comment readily. It ofers a “Facebook for schools” type
of experience. Wikis have been useful for taking polls of my students on simple
questions, such as favorite Skype calls. We can then post the results for all
the class to see. Students can also post responses to questions I’ve asked
them on our class wiki. They may log in at school or at home to type and post
their replies. Questions may be as simple as “What did you learn from our
virtual trip to the art museum?” Wikis also give students the opportunity to
practice respectful communication with peers and adults. When commenting
on someone else’s post, students learn to use other students’ names. For more
information, take a peek at the “Social Networking” chapter (page 66).
12

I invite parents to attend writing celebrations in my classroom. At the event,
each computer displays a diferent blog or the class wiki, and parents are
invited to comment online. Once they’ve done it in school, parents can continue
commenting on a class blog or wiki throughout the school year from home. This
helps improve parent communication with their children about reading and
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other topics. What could be better than that?
Just wait and see your students’ faces when you inform them that they’re
going to blog or experience a wiki! It really makes them feel important, and for
many, this is the irst blog they’ll have ever written or wiki in which they’ve
ever participated.

GETTING STARTED
On the Internet, type “blog sites elementary students” or “wiki” into a search
engine. There are several free sites on the web to choose from, and your blogs
may be as minimalistic or as extensive as you’d like. Sign up for the site that
makes you feel most comfortable. Have a class list handy and enter your
students’ irst names only. You will often have the option of assigning passwords
as well.

YOU’LL NEED

• interactive whiteboard or computer connected to a projector
• “Blog Outline” worksheet (page 56)
• “Blog Rubric” (page 57)
• “Wiki Outline” worksheet (page 58)
• “Wiki Rubric” (page 59)

DIRECTIONS
1. Once you’ve set up a blog or class wiki, explain to students the purpose of
the blog and/or wiki. This might also be a good time to discuss etiquette for
leaving comments on classmates’ entries. For example, comments should
be brief, related to topic, and most important, polite.
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2. Using a large monitor or an interactive whiteboard, go to your blog/
wiki’s website to show students how to use it. Give students their
access information.
3. Print and distribute copies of the worksheets and rubrics to help students
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organize their thoughts prior to writing. Be sure to model how to use them.

SAFETY CONCERNS

• Make sure to check the options available for free accounts. Some sites
charge for teacher moderation.
• Use students’ irst names or aliases only.

SAMPLES OF BLOGS
http://kidblog.org/MsRosensteinsClass/author/gillian20/
http://kidblog.org/MsRosensteinsClass12-13-2/author/1fa973c4-2b16-49cb-848cc12a1ea7744d/

SUGGESTED WEBSITES
http://kidblog.com
http://edublogs.org
http://teacherblogit.com
http://www.wikispaces.com

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

B l g Outline
What topic do you plan to write about on your blog? Is your goal to inform,
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persuade, or narrate?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Write the text that you plan to include on your blog. Remember to reread, revise,
and then type.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________
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Bl

Rubric

Score

4

3

2

1

Lead

Has a
catchy lead.

Has a lead.

Has a lead that
may include
some errors.

Has no lead.

Writing

Includes a
creative, wellwritten entry.
Sentences show
varied structure,
and the text
has a beginning,
middle, and
an end.

Includes a
coherent entry
with varied
sentence
structure and
a beginning,
middle, and end.

Includes an
entry with a
beginning,
middle,
and end.

The entry
does not have
a beginning,
middle,
and end.

Punctuation and
capitalization
are not used at
all or are used
incorrectly. Font
choice and color
are distracting
or diicult
to read.

Punctuation,
Capitalization,
and Font
Choice

Punctuation
capitalization,
fonts, and font
colors are used
creatively.

Punctuation,
capitalization,
fonts, and font
colors are used
correctly.

Punctuation and
capitalization
are used with
some errors.
Fonts and font
colors may
distract from
the entry.

Links and
Images

Includes links
and images
that enhance
the blog.

Includes links
and images that
make sense for
the blog topic.

Includes links
and images that
may or may not
add to the blog.

Does not include
links or images.

Other*

Includes three
additional
components
not previously
mentioned.

Includes two
additional
components
not previously
mentioned.

Includes one
additional
component
not previously
mentioned.

Does not include
anything more
than required.

Total: ___________________ / 20 points
* Additional components may include videos, design,
and other elements that showcase student’s creativity.
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

W i Outline
Read the questions that your teacher has posted on your class wiki and draft a
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response here. Remember to read and revise before typing it in.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________
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W ik

ubric

Score

4

3

2

1

Writing

Includes
a creative,
well-written
response to
teacher’s wiki
post. Sentences
show varied
structure, and
the text has
a beginning,
middle, and
an end.

Includes a
coherent
response to
teacher’s wiki
post with
varied sentence
structure and
a beginning,
middle,
and end.

Includes a
response with
a beginning,
middle, and
end. May
or may not
completely
answer the
question posed.

The response does
not adequately
answer the
teacher’s wiki post.

Punctuation &
Capitalization

Punctuation
and
capitalization
are used
correctly.

Punctuation
and
capitalization
are mostly
correct.

Punctuation
and
capitalization
are used with
some errors.

Punctuation and
capitalization are
not used at all or
are used incorrectly.

Links and
Images

Includes links
and images
that enhance
the wiki.

Includes links
and images
that make
sense for
the wiki topic.

Includes links
and images
that may or
may not add to
the wiki.

Does not include
links or images.

Other*

Includes three
additional
components
not previously
mentioned.

Includes two
additional
components
not previously
mentioned.

Includes one
additional
component
not previously
mentioned.

Does not include
anything more than
required.

Total: ___________________ / 16 points
* Additional components may include videos, music,
and other elements that showcase student’s creativity.
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Chapter 8:

rd Clouds

OVERVIEW
Students become fascinated when they see their words come alive in beautiful
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designs. Word clouds are either randomly generated or carefully chosen
computer graphics that are made up of words picked by the user. The words
selected most often appear larger in the design.
Word clouds are a terriic way to teach about descriptive language. By grouping
many adjectives, nouns, and verbs together into a design, students can use their
visual acuity to realize the wonderful language they can use to describe a topic.
For instance, seeing a visual display of a book character as stubborn, serious,
and playful can be much more powerful than simply reading the words. Word
clouds can also be used to emphasize the important points of a text.
Here are some instances when I’ve used word clouds in my classroom:
• In Reader’s Workshop, as part of our character study, students write the
name of the character in the center circle of a web organizer (see pages
18 and 19) and then describing words in the connected circles. Students
then type the words into a word cloud generator, and v ilà! A masterpiece
7

is created.
• In social studies, my students have chosen a country to study and created
a word cloud based on their research. They have also written relections
on a recent Skype session with India. One student typed her paragraph
directly into a word-cloud generator, and it created a graphic of an elephant
featuring words such as India, Namaste, lentils, cricket, and Skype (see page 62).
The more often a word is written, the larger it will appear in the word cloud.
• For Mother’s Day cards, students use a thesaurus to come up with as many
words as possible to describe their mother. They then type in the most
important words as many times as possible, followed by less signiicant
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words. With the word M

8m

written at the center, the word cloud emphasizes

the most repeated words by making them larger in the inal product.

GETTING STARTED
Type “word cloud” into an Internet search engine. Browse through a few links to
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help you make your choice of a website.

YOU’LL NEED

• “Word Cloud Word Web” graphic organizer (page 63)
• “From Paragraph to Word Cloud” worksheet (page 64)
• “Character Traits Word Cloud” worksheet (page 65)

DIRECTIONS
1. Share samples of word clouds with students (see page 62).
2. Depending on the focus of your lesson, print and distribute copies of the
appropriate graphic organizer to help students organize their thoughts. For
the “From Paragraph to Word Cloud” worksheet, help students get started
with their word cloud by giving them an appropriate prompt. Here’s a
sample prompt I gave for a recent project: “What did you learn from our
Skype session with the two boys, Arjun and Rajiv, in India? Please include
speciic details and descriptive language.”
3. Explain to students that word cloud websites display the most-repeated
word as the largest in the cloud. Have students decide on the most
important word and type that in most often.
4. Point out to students that some sites may enlarge words when the cursor
hovers over that word and that most sites allow users to print the word
cloud or to save it for later use. Some even allow the purchase of word
clouds on T-shirts!
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SAFETY CONCERN

• Students may have access to website “galleries” where others have published
their clouds. Users have no control of content in the gallery. It’s best to steer
your students away from this section.
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SAMPLE OF A WORD CLOUD
http://www.tagxedo.com/art/3023fe4ccdbb4eaf
(Click on the link for the live version and let the mouse hover over
diferent words.)

SUGGESTED WEBSITES
http://wordle.net
http://tagxedo.com
http://www.abcya.com/word_clouds.htm

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Mikayla
3/8/14
Name: ______________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________

Quinn
3/8/14
Name: ______________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________

From Paragraph to
Word Cloud

Character Traits Word Cloud
Think of a character in the book you’re currently reading. Write a list of
descriptive words that describe your character. They may be inner or outer

Word clouds are powerful, intriguing creations that tell the reader a lot of useful

characteristics. You may also use any nouns and powerful verbs that are

information. Follow your teacher’s directions to write a paragraph below. Then,

associated with the character in your book.

type that paragraph into the word cloud website. You’ll be amazed at the results!
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From the Skype session today, I learned that a direct flight
________________________________________________________________________________
from New York to India is 22 hours. The national bird is
________________________________________________________________________________
a peacock. In India, there are a lot of minivans. The most
________________________________________________________________________________
popular sports there are cricket and field hockey. In India,
________________________________________________________________________________
there
is hand-made jewelry. The way to say goodbye is
________________________________________________________________________________
Namaste. There are a lot of rice dishes and no beef, but
________________________________________________________________________________
there
are lentils. Women wear saris on special occasions.
________________________________________________________________________________
In
some paintings, there is a little bit of gold. The national
________________________________________________________________________________
animal is the Bengali Tiger. Hindi is a popular language in
________________________________________________________________________________
India.
There are elephants in India.
________________________________________________________________________________
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ADJECTIVES

NOUNS

stubborn
1. ________________________________________

Tooter
1. ________________________________________

happy
2. ________________________________________

girl
2. ________________________________________

annoyed
3. ________________________________________

computer
3. ________________________________________

serious
4. ________________________________________

milk
4. ________________________________________

playful
5. ________________________________________

compost
5. ________________________________________

6. ________________________________________

overalls
6. ________________________________________

7. ________________________________________

goat
7. ________________________________________

8. ________________________________________

chicken
8. ________________________________________

9. ________________________________________
10. ________________________________________

VERBS

11. ________________________________________

move
1. ________________________________________

12. ________________________________________

incubate
2. ________________________________________

13. ________________________________________

snarl
3. ________________________________________

14. ________________________________________

bulge
4. ________________________________________

15. ________________________________________

5. ________________________________________

16. ________________________________________

6. ________________________________________

17. ________________________________________

7. ________________________________________

18. ________________________________________

8. ________________________________________

Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

ord Cloud Word Web
Word clouds are powerful, intriguing creations that tell the reader a lot of useful
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information, such as character traits or details about a country. Use the center
circle for your main word and then ill the surrounding clouds with describing
words. Then, type those words into the text ield on the website that your
teacher has given you. Remember to type the most important words several
times so they will stand out in the cloud.
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Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________
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From Paragraph to
Word Cloud
Word clouds are powerful, intriguing creations that tell the reader a lot of useful
information. Follow your teacher’s directions to write a paragraph below. Then,
type that paragraph into the word cloud website. You’ll be amazed at the results!

________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

<=

Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

Character Traits Word Cloud
Think of a character in the book you’re currently reading. Write a list of
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descriptive words that describe your character. They may be inner or outer
characteristics. You may also use any nouns and powerful verbs that are
associated with the character in your book.

ADJECTIVES

NOUNS

1. ________________________________________

1. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

3. ________________________________________

3. ________________________________________

4. ________________________________________

4. ________________________________________

5. ________________________________________

5. ________________________________________

6. ________________________________________

6. ________________________________________

7. ________________________________________

7. ________________________________________

8. ________________________________________

8. ________________________________________

9. ________________________________________
10. ________________________________________

VERBS

11. ________________________________________

1. ________________________________________

12. ________________________________________

2. ________________________________________

13. ________________________________________

3. ________________________________________

14. ________________________________________

4. ________________________________________

15. ________________________________________

5. ________________________________________

16. ________________________________________

6. ________________________________________

17. ________________________________________

7. ________________________________________

18. ________________________________________

8. ________________________________________
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Chapter 9: Social Networking
OVERVIEW
When it comes to using social media in schools, opinions difer widely within
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districts and elsewhere. Check to see if your school’s code of conduct allows
for the responsible use of social media. As teachers, we have a duty to use best
practices as we coach children to become responsible digital citizens, and one
way to do this is to use a form of social networking within the classroom for
students and teachers only, in a safe, closed forum.
The irst step is to engage students in a discussion about the deinition of
acceptable behavior, particularly during face-to-face interactions. They should
be respectful, supportive of their classmates, and behave as engaged learners
who work consistently to the best of their abilities. Explain that expectations are
the same for students meeting in social media platforms. They need to display
equally good judgment in the virtual/online world that they would use in the
physical world.
Lay out the rules for a class social media environment. For example:
• Students answer questions posted by teachers and engage in conversation
with their fellow students.
• Students are expected to use proper language. Inappropriate vocabulary will
not be tolerated.
• Just as in “real life,” students should comment on each other’s posts by
using the names of their fellow students. For instance, in a recent entry
about a video call we had with an American student studying abroad in
New Zealand, Milena wrote, “There are ten times more sheep than people
living in New Zealand, and it’s almost a twenty-hour light to get there.”
Responding, Julia posted, “I think what Milena said was so interesting. I
thought it was amazing that so many sheep live there!” Julia used Milena’s
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name, which is respectful and engaging, and her comments were clear and
connected. Her actions on the site were completely appropriate and she
exempliied true digital citizenship.
Of course, being intimidating to fellow students and bullying online are not
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tolerated, and students risk losing the ability to take part in social networking in
school altogether. Take a look at http://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators
for helpful tips and tools about digital citizenship.

GETTING STARTED
On the Internet, type “classroom community social networking” into a search
engine. Choose a site (preferably free) that is easy to use and that will give
students access to assignments, links, and iles, and will allow members to
collaborate. (See “Suggested Websites,” page 68) Sign up and set up your page
with useful website links as well as assignments and discussion topics.

YOU’LL NEED

• “Social Networking Plan” worksheet (page 69)

DIRECTIONS
1. After you have set up your classroom social media page, invite your
students to join the group and review the rules of online interactions.
2. Print and distribute copies of the “Social Networking Plan” worksheet.
Explain to students that they can use this sheet to plan their responses to
posts and to keep track of assignments.
3. Start by posting a question online that will be easy for students to answer.
The idea is to create an experience for them that is simple so that they
quickly become comfortable using the site.
4. Be sure to comment on your students’ posts. You’ll delight in the smiles
that come to their faces as they feel acknowledged.
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SAFETY CONCERN

• Choose a site that is closed to the public and open only to the members of
your class.

SUGGESTED WEBSITES
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https://edmodo.com
http://www.twiducate.com

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Rose
3/8/14
Name: ______________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________

Social Networking Plan
It’s important to plan what you are going to say and how you will represent
yourself on a social networking site. Log onto the site to determine assignments,
and then use this sheet to plan your responses and keep track of work.
Post: Write your response to the questions your teacher has asked on your site.
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Assignment: Compare the two countries with which we’ve placed Skype calls
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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France and Italy are similar in some ways. They both have presidents as part of their
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
governments. Cheese is popular in both places. They are both European countries and both
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
use the Euro for their money. There are also differences, which I’ll write about later.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Links: List the links or photos you plan to use on the social network.
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/kids/places
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Assignments: Jot down any important notes about upcoming assignments and
due dates.
Respond to one other student’s post,
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Letter to the president – due Friday,
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Study for multiplication quiz,
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Study for spelling quiz,
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Study the states of the USA.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name: ______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

S ci

tworking Plan

It’s important to plan what you are going to say and how you will represent
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yourself on a social networking site. Log onto the site to determine assignments,
and then use this sheet to plan your responses and keep track of work.
P

>s?@

Write your response to the questions your teacher has asked on your site.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

LABks@

List the links or photos you plan to use on the social network.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

DssAgBEFB?s@

Jot down any important notes about upcoming assignments and

due dates.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
GH

Ch p ter 10: Ta l ts
OVERVIEW
In this book, I’ve talked a lot about software and websites that will make it easy
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for you and your students to meet the Common Core State Standards, not to
mention learn a lot and have some fun along the way. Now let’s discuss one
of the hottest forms of technology—the tablet. Since its debut just a few years
ago, this device has revolutionized the computer industry. Children are using
these gadgets from birth. When my niece was just over a year old, she’d tap on
apps on the iPad with ease, and then lip through a paper magazine and tap
on the pictures, expecting them to move or open! Our students are naturally
comfortable with technology, and it’s time we infused it into their lives at school.

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT WITH TABLETS
When irst introduced into our classroom, tablets caused quite a stir. Students
were immediately excited to see the technology that many already use outside of
school readily available in their very own classroom. Other students who had not
had the opportunity to explore a tablet were on the edge of their seats, waiting
for their chance.
After discussing safety, I like to give students a chance to explore the tablet on
their own. I keep track of which students have access and when, and I make
sure that all students have had a chance before we move on to the use of
speciic apps. Do this whether you have only one Surface or iPad for a full class
or a set for the entire class. As students become more familiar with the tablet,
and the novelty wears of, they will understand that this is a tool that needs to
be shared.

TEACHING APPS
When it’s time to teach and learn speciic apps, I grab a tablet and display it
on my interactive whiteboard using a digital media player such as Apple TV.
This way, students can see exactly what I’m doing on the iPad. Of course, the
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interactive whiteboard is now simply showing my screen and is no longer
interactive itself. All work must be done directly on the tablet.
While sharing, for instance, an app called Barefoot World Atlas, the whiteboard
displays a huge globe with small people, symbols, animals, and the like, all set to
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music. Students can tap on speciic icons to zoom in and gain more information
through text, audio, and photographs. I’ll then hand the tablet to students and
tell them to explore. They’ll do it from the tablet, and the rest of the class can
watch it all on the whiteboard. We’ve played a “mystery country” game in which
the student with the tablet answers questions from other students to help
narrow down and identify the country she is thinking of. Questions like “Is it in
Asia?” or “Is it in the southernmost part of Africa?” have been asked.
There are many apps you can use for curricular reinforcement—from watching
videos to practicing math facts—but don’t forget those that allow students to use
their writing and speaking skills as well.
Students can become teachers as they use the app called ShowMe to create
voiceovers, draw or type on a whiteboard, and record their work. They may use
saved work to teach other students the concept they’ve discussed. It’s a terriic
way to reinforce lessons for both the creator and the user. Consider displaying
the ShowMe projects created by students on the whiteboard to boost the selfesteem of the creators.
The 21st-century version of taking notes is remarkable. Many note-taking apps
allow students to type or handwrite directly on the tablet, add images, and
record audio clips. They can then share notes with classmates by email or by
using ile-sharing services such as Dropbox, Google Drive, iTunes, or Twitter.
For students who are ready for a challenge, here’s a terriic opportunity: After
using the interactive whiteboard to share a full-class conversation with an
expert, have individual students use Skype to speak to individual experts
simultaneously on tablets. This proves to be a live visual “pen pal” experience for
students who have shown exemplary digital citizenship.
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PROJECT WORK
Tablets are terriic tools for students to create digital posters, mini movies,
and other similar projects. This works best if each student has his or her own
tablet, but it’s not necessary. For example, students may work with partners to
create their work. They might like an app called PicCOLLAGE. Here they can post
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pictures and text in the form of a poster. This works well for projects such as
personal narratives, biographies, or country research. (Note that video cannot
currently be embedded, leaving Glogster a stronger option for digital posters.)
Some apps are built speciically for the participation of two people. For instance,
one favorite math app quizzes two participants on individual math facts. Each
student can play at his or her individual level, so this lends itself perfectly to
diferentiation.
Small groups of students may also share a tablet while doing research on a
particular subject. Each individual in the group may have a pre-assigned role
as students take turns using the tablet. This tends to lessen the competition
between students for getting their hands on the tablet. For instance, one student
might search for facts. Another student might take notes on an app. A third
might be responsible for citing resources using an app, and a fourth might
publish the indings using the tablet.
In addition to whole-class, small-group, and partner projects, you can also use
tablets for independent work, providing a terriic avenue for reinforcing concepts
already taught in class. There are many apps available to suit almost any
purpose, covering math, geography, writing, reading, and science. This is perfect
if your classroom has only one tablet. Just make sure to discuss the importance
of patience and sharing with your students. Clearly tablets are a multi-faceted
tool that can and should be integrated into your program.
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SUGGESTED APPS
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SI

c al S ud
J

K

JMN

OIKM KaPJQR

Google Earth

Notability

Skype for iPad

Evernote

Barefoot World Atlas
r

c

National Geographic World Atlas

U

Stack the States™

PicCOLLAGE

State Bingo and Road Trip US

Pages

Stack the Countries™

iMovie

IVM

KN

ShowMe
M

aK

h

iBooks Author

Math Duel
PopMath Maths Plus
Fast Facts Multiplication
Jungle Fractions
Jungle Coins
Jungle Time
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